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(54) PREDICTIVE ANOMALY DETECTION

(57) Systems, methods, and computer-readable
storage media are provided for an embedded, scalable,
predictive tool capable of detecting in-field anomalies and
trends in advance of productivity losses on single devic-
es, device clusters, and/or multi-cluster architectures.
In-field and in real-time, sets of barcode signal sequenc-
es associated with respective barcode symbols are col-
lected in time series (that is, at successive time intervals).

A quality index measure in computed for each of the bar-
code signal sequence sets such that each quality index
measure is associated with a barcode symbol. Patterns
among the sets are identified therefrom and compared
to barcode symbol patterns that are known to be asso-
ciated with particular trends or anomalies and appropri-
ately classified as such.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Traditionally, monitoring the quality of barcode
signal readings, for instance, in laser barcode scanners
and image-based vision sensors, has been limited to sta-
tistics about read quality that highlight issues only after
they have occurred. Such solutions do little to prevent
field device downtime or performance degradation be-
fore they actually occur in the form of a significant de-
crease in adequate reading rate.

SUMMARY

[0002] This Summary is provided to introduce a selec-
tion of concepts in a simplified form that are further de-
scribed below in the Detailed Description. This Summary
is not intended to identify key features or essential fea-
tures of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to
be used as an aid in determining the scope of the claimed
subject matter.
[0003] In various embodiments, systems, methods,
and computer-readable storage media are provided for
an embedded, scalable, predictive tool capable of de-
tecting in-field anomalies and trends in advance of pro-
ductivity losses on single devices, device clusters, and/or
multi-cluster architectures. In-field and in real-time, sets
of barcode signal sequences associated with respective
barcode symbols are collected in time series (that is, at
successive time intervals). A quality index measure in
computed for each of the barcode signal sequence sets
such that each quality index measure is associated with
a barcode symbol. Patterns among the sets are identified
therefrom and compared to barcode symbol patterns that
are known to be associated with particular trends and/or
anomalies and appropriately classified as such.
[0004] Embodiments hereof provide for predictive, re-
al-time identification of potential issues in barcode read-
ers, as well as provide reassurance of reading quality for
field devices that are operating as expected. Such pre-
dictive tools and methods enable advance identification
of potential issues so that such issues may be addressed
without significant field device downtime or reader per-
formance degradation.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] The present invention is illustrated by way of
example and not limitation in the accompanying figures
in which like reference numerals indicate similar ele-
ments and in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the basic
concept of mining data in time series, in accordance
with exemplary embodiments of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating alignment

of a partial barcode signal sequence with an already
reconstructed portion of a barcode symbol/label uti-
lizing a Sequence Alignment Matrix (SAM), in ac-
cordance with exemplary embodiments of the
present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating diagonal
and partial alignment scoring for an alignment of a
partial barcode signal sequence with an already re-
constructed portion of a barcode symbol/label utiliz-
ing a SAM, in accordance with exemplary embodi-
ments of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a series of schematic diagrams illustrating
six potential patterns that may be discovered by cus-
tom quality index measure time series analysis, in
accordance with exemplary embodiments of the
present invention;
FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary
three-step method for detecting typical and atypical
data patterns, in accordance with embodiments of
the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating the scala-
bility of exemplary methods described herein, in ac-
cordance with exemplary embodiments of the
present invention;
FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for pre-
dicting anomalies and/or trends in barcode reading
capability, in accordance with exemplary embodi-
ments of the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating an exem-
plary barcode reader that may be utilized in accord-
ance with exemplary embodiments of the present
invention;
Fig. 9 is a flow diagram illustrating another exemplary
method for predicting anomalies and trends in bar-
code reading capability, in accordance with exem-
plary embodiments of the present invention; and
FIG. 10 is a block diagram of an exemplary comput-
ing environment suitable for use in implementing em-
bodiments of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0006] The subject matter of the present invention is
described with specificity herein to meet statutory re-
quirements. However, the description itself is not intend-
ed to limit the scope of this patent. Rather, the inventors
have contemplated that the claimed subject matter might
also be embodied in other ways, to include different steps
or combinations of steps similar to the ones described in
this document, in conjunction with other present or future
technologies. Moreover, although the terms "step" and/or
"block" may be used herein to connote different elements
of methods employed, the terms should not be interpret-
ed as implying any particular order among or between
various steps herein disclosed unless and except when
the order of individual steps is explicitly described.
[0007] Data mining consists of discovering and extract-
ing patterns in large scale data sets. Patterns, as utilized
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herein, may be defined as synthetic, semantic-rich rep-
resentations of a set of data that are valid on the data
with a certain degree of confidence, understandable in
terms of syntax and semantics, (in some instances) pre-
viously unknown, and potentially useful for a user to take
action. Data mining often is utilized where traditional
analysis techniques are unfit, for instance, due to huge
amounts of data, data high-dimensionality, and/or data
heterogeneity. To extract patterns, dedicated task-spe-
cific algorithms (e.g., heuristics and calculations) may be
used. Such algorithms may include clustering, classifi-
cation, summarization, regression, association rules,
time series analysis, and the like.
[0008] Anomaly detection, useful to predict future is-
sues, consists of detecting anomalous and/or surprising,
previously unknown patterns that may be linked to inter-
esting or unusual data (e.g., outliers or deviations) and
may require further investigation depending on the task
at hand. In a general sense, an anomalous behavior or
pattern is one whose frequency of occurrences differs
substantially from that expected, given previously seen
data. Not all surprising patterns are necessarily anoma-
lies but detection of such patterns nonetheless provides
useful information for data analysis.
[0009] When extracting patterns using time series
analysis, the goal is the detection of recurring patterns
and/or atypical sequences in data over time. FIG. 1 illus-
trates a schematic diagram showing the basic concept
of mining data in time series. Note there are two distinct
phases. The first is a design-time training phase for ob-
taining, through the tuning of the parameters of the algo-
rithm utilizing a sufficient number of provided measured
samples, the reliable classification rules. The second
phase is a run-time phase in which new data are classi-
fied by the system. (It should be noted that it is also pos-
sible to provide the possibility to update the tuning of the
parameters dynamically over time (instead of statically)
using the run-time samples. Normally, however, as a first
choice, it is preferable to keep the two phases separate.)
[0010] Embodiments of the present invention utilize
time series analysis techniques, as applied to measure-
ment of a custom quality index measure, to detect recur-
ring data patterns and/or anomalous data patterns in bar-
code readings over time. As such, various aspects of the
technology described herein are generally directed to
systems, methods, and computer-readable storage me-
dia for an embedded, scalable, predictive tool capable
of detecting in-field anomalies and trends in advance of
productivity losses on single devices, device clusters,
and/or multi-cluster architectures. In-field and in real-
time, sets of barcode signal sequences associated with
respective barcode symbols are collected in time series
(that is, at successive time intervals). A quality index
measure in computed for each of the barcode signal se-
quence sets such that each quality index measure is as-
sociated with a barcode symbol. Patterns among the sets
are identified therefrom and compared to barcode symbol
patterns that are known to be associated with particular

trends or anomalies and appropriately classified as such.
[0011] A custom quality index measure in accordance
with embodiments of the present invention does not orig-
inate from a "verification system," as that term is utilized
by one of ordinary skill in the art. Typically, verification
systems consist of machine vision software with proper
illumination developed to assess "barcode readability"
and also take into account that marking and labeling sys-
tems degrade over time. Verification systems are more
costly and accurate than a standard barcode readers at
identifying low-quality barcodes. Moreover they must be
compliant with published barcode quality standards (1D
and 2D barcodes) such as ISO 15415, ISO 15416, and
AIM DPM/ISO 29158.
[0012] Nevertheless, in some cases, depending on the
requirements of a particular application or organization,
needs may also be satisfied by a more simple and eco-
nomic solution: a standard barcode reader equipped with
a special tool capable of classifying every barcode with
an arbitrary but reliable metric (i.e., a significant and re-
peatable measure). This kind of "custom verification," in
accordance with embodiments of the present invention,
at least for a particular intended application, can provide
objective measurements for actual barcode ease-of-
reading.
[0013] Accordingly, exemplary embodiments are di-
rected to methods being performed by one or more com-
puting devices including at least one processor, the meth-
ods for predicting anomalies and/or trends in barcode
reading capability. An exemplary method comprises ac-
quiring, at a field device, a plurality of sets of successive
barcode signal sequences, each barcode signal se-
quence set of the plurality of sets being associated with
a respective barcode symbol; computing, at the field de-
vice, a quality index measure for each barcode symbol;
identifying, at the field device, a pattern in the quality
index measures for the plurality of barcode symbols;
comparing, at the field device, the identified pattern to a
plurality of known barcode symbol patterns; and classi-
fying, at the field device, the identified pattern as one of
the plurality of known barcode symbol patterns or a pat-
tern anomaly.
[0014] Other exemplary embodiments are directed to
sensors for in-field prediction of anomalies and trends in
barcode reading capability. An exemplary sensor com-
prises an embedded data acquiring component config-
ured to acquire a plurality of sets of successive barcode
signal sequences, each barcode signal sequence set of
the plurality of sets being associated with a respective
barcode symbol; an embedded computing component
configured to compute a quality index measure for each
barcode symbol; an identifying component configured to
identify a pattern in the quality index measures for the
plurality of barcode symbols; a comparing component
configured to compare the identified pattern to a plurality
of known barcode symbol patterns; and classifying com-
ponent configured to classify the identified pattern as one
of the plurality of known barcode symbol patterns or a
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pattern anomaly.
[0015] Yet other exemplary embodiments are directed
to one or more computer-readable storage media storing
computer-useable instructions that, when used by one
or more computing devices, cause the one or more com-
puting devices to perform a method for predicting anom-
alies and trends in barcode reading capability. An exem-
plary method comprises acquiring, at a field device, a
plurality of sets of successive barcode signal sequences,
each barcode signal sequence set of the plurality of sets
being associated with a respective barcode symbol; ac-
quiring, at the field device, for each successive barcode
signal sequences of each of the plurality of sets, a bar-
code signal sequence of bar elements and space ele-
ments in alternating order; and computing, at the field
device, a quality index measure for each barcode symbol
by (a) for each barcode signal sequence, diagonally
aligning the barcode signal sequence on a sequence
alignment matrix comprised of a plurality of matrix
squares (i.e., matrix entries) such that: (1) each row of
matrix squares represents an element in a reconstructed
portion of a barcode symbol, (2) each column of matrix
squares represents an element of the barcode signal se-
quence, and (3) the barcode signal sequence is sequen-
tially aligned on a plurality of diagonals of the sequence
alignment matrix such that each of the plurality of diag-
onals represents a potential alignment of the elements
of the barcode signal sequence and elements of the re-
constructed portion of the barcode symbol; (b) for each
barcode signal sequence, assigning a score to each ma-
trix square that includes an element of the barcode signal
sequence, the matrix square score indicating whether or
not there is element alignment at that square; (c) for each
barcode signal sequence, calculating a score for each of
the plurality of diagonals by summing the scores for each
matrix square respectively comprising each diagonal; (d)
selecting a highest score from the calculated scores for
each barcode signal sequence; and (e) averaging the
highest score for each barcode signal sequence to com-
pute the quality index measure. The exemplary method
further comprises identifying, at the field device, a pattern
in the quality index measures for the plurality of barcode
symbols; comparing, at the field device, the identified pat-
tern to a plurality of known barcode symbol patterns; and
classifying the identified pattern as one of the plurality of
known barcode symbol patterns or a pattern anomaly.
[0016] Embodiments of the present invention utilize a
custom quality index measure, calculated for barcode
readers employing Advanced Code Reconstruction
(ACR) to reconstruct barcode symbols from partial signal
sequences. An exemplary system and method for calcu-
lating such a custom quality index measure are set forth
in U.S. Patent Application XXXX, entitled "Barcode Sig-
nal Reconstruction Utilizing Sequence Alignment Matri-
ces" (Attorney Docket No. DLIA
16028-16031/DLGH.264097), filed on even date here-
with, and hereby incorporated by reference as if set forth
in its entirety herein.

[0017] In short, and with reference to FIG. 2, illustrated
is a schematic diagram showing alignment of a partial
barcode signal having an already reconstructed portion
of a barcode symbol/label utilizing a Sequence Alignment
Matrix (SAM), in accordance with exemplary embodi-
ments of the present invention. In the illustrated instance,
merge, split and mismatch conditions are illustrated and
five (5) different possible alignments, labeled A-E, are
shown. The expected "best" alignment is illustrated with
thick black-edge rectangles and is labeled A.
[0018] In accordance with embodiments of the present
invention, each row of matrix squares represents an el-
ement (bar element or space element) in a reconstructed
portion of a barcode symbol. Each column of matrix
squares represents an element of a received partial bar-
code signal sequence. (It should be noted that the rows
and columns may be oppositely aligned, such that the
matrix rows represent elements of a received barcode
signal sequence and columns represent elements of an
already reconstructed portion of the linear barcode sym-
bol, within the scope of embodiments hereof.) A received
partial barcode signal sequence is sequentially aligned
on a plurality of diagonals of the SAM such that each of
the plurality of diagonals represents a potential alignment
of the elements of the received partial barcode signal
sequence and the elements of the reconstructed portion
of the barcode symbol. Diagonals are filled alternately
and bar elements and space elements cannot change
their parity. In aligning utilizing a SAM, only a sub-set of
diagonals needs to be filled and analyzed (within the po-
sition tolerance). A mismatch condition results in a
match-break in a diagonal, a merge condition results in
a short sequence of vertical non-matching elements, and
a split condition results in a short sequence of horizontal
non-matching elements. Subsequent to encountering a
merge condition or a split condition, an alignment se-
quence switches from a first diagonal to a second diag-
onal.
[0019] In order to determine the "best" alignment uti-
lizing a SAM in accordance with embodiments of the
present invention, a scoring system is utilized wherein a
matrix square score is assigned to each matrix square
that includes an element of a received partial barcode
signal sequence, the matrix square score indicating
whether or not there is element alignment at that matrix
square. For each of the plurality of diagonals, a progres-
sive positive integer, beginning with number one (1), is
assigned to each sequential matrix square having a
matching element between the elements of the recon-
structed portion of the barcode symbol under reconstruc-
tion and the elements of the received partial barcode sig-
nal sequence. For each of the plurality of diagonals, a
value of zero (0) is assigned to each matrix square that
does not have a matching element between the elements
of the reconstructed portion of the barcode symbol under
reconstruction and the elements of the received partial
barcode signal sequence. A value of one (1) is then as-
signed to each matrix square that follows a matrix square
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having an assigned value of zero (0).
[0020] After assigning scores to each matrix square
that includes an element of a received partial barcode
signal sequence, a diagonal score is calculated for each
of the plurality of diagonals containing element align-
ments. The diagonal score is calculated by summing the
scores of all matrix squares comprising the diagonal. In
the case of a merge condition or a split condition, the
potential alignment computation is forked. That is, a first
partial potential alignment score is calculated by sum-
ming the matrix square scores for a portion of the matrix
squares comprising a first of the plurality of diagonals,
the portion terminating upon encountering an endpoint
of one of an element split subsequence or an element
merge subsequence. Subsequently, alignment is
switched to a second of the plurality of diagonals, the
second of the plurality of diagonals including an opposing
endpoint of the one of the element split subsequence or
the element merge subsequence. A second partial po-
tential alignment score is calculated for the potential
alignment by summing the matrix square scores for a
portion of the matrix squares comprising the second of
the plurality of diagonals, the portion originating at the
opposing endpoint of the one of the element split subse-
quence or the element merge subsequence. The first and
second partial scores are summed to arrive at the poten-
tial alignment score.
[0021] In accordance with embodiments of the present
invention, the diagonal score or partial alignment score
having the highest numerical value is selected for updat-
ing the barcode symbol under reconstruction. Unlike prior
art methods, all elements (excluding non-matching ele-
ments) comprising the selected updating sequence are
utilized for reconstruction. An exemplary SAM construct-
ed utilizing the principles described herein is illustrated
in FIG. 3. Note that the "best" alignment (and thus the
alignment that is selected for reconstruction of the bar-
code symbol) comprises elements from multiple diago-
nals that result in a potential alignment score of 34, while
the diagonal scores sum to 6, 12, 27 and 23, respectively.
[0022] In addition to being utilized to select alignments
for reconstructing barcodes from partial barcode signals,
a scoring metric as described herein may be utilized to
provide an objective measurement of barcode quality.
Moreover, a real-time computation of a barcode quality
indicator, in accordance with embodiments of the present
invention may aid customers in avoiding productivity
losses due to barcode reader performance degradation
as well as provide reassurance of reading quality for field
devices that are operating as expected.
[0023] As a natural consequence of the score calcula-
tion discussed herein above, the maximum expected
score in the case of N-length i-th sequence is defined by
the Gauss’ formula: 

[0024] From this process, the following formula may
be utilized to calculate a global score resulting from mul-
tiple partial barcode signal alignments, the global score
representing a custom quality index measure, in accord-
ance with embodiments of the present invention. 

[0025] The global score is calculated by averaging over
K alignments, the local scores (si) and normalizing all the
values between a [0...1] interval (as opposed to the su-
perior limit of N(N+1)/2). The global score may be utilized
as an intuitive, custom, percentage-based barcode qual-
ity index measure.
[0026] For laser barcode readers, for every recon-
structed label, a method in accordance with embodi-
ments of the present invention consists of collecting all
the local scores resulting from partial barcode signal
alignment over the total number of partial alignments (K),
along with the total number of elements involved in every
alignment (Ni). This local score information (si) may be
retained during reconstruction in order to be utilized in
computing a global score (S).
[0027] In accordance with exemplary embodiments
hereof, recurring patterns and/or atypical sequences
may be identified utilizing the custom quality index. In
embodiments, various detected patterns may be predic-
tors of various conditions that may be typical or atypical
for a given barcode reader. With reference to FIG. 4,
schematic diagrams illustrating six potential patterns that
may be discovered by custom quality index measure time
series analysis are shown. It will be understood and ap-
preciated by those having ordinary skill in the art that the
illustrated patterns are exemplary in nature and are not
meant to limit the scope of embodiments of the present
invention in any way. It will further be understood and
appreciated that the time axis in each of the six pattern
representations need not necessarily have the same
scale from one case to another.
[0028] As shown, the pattern labeled "PATTERN #1"
is illustrative of a stable or regular condition, indicating
that the barcode reader resulting in barcodes with custom
quality index measures having a similar pattern to that
shown is operating as expected. The pattern labeled
"PATTERN #2" is illustrative of an instable or irregular
condition, indicating that the barcode reader resulting in
barcodes with custom quality index measure having a
similar pattern to that shown may be exhibiting a laser
calibration warning. The pattern labeled "PATTERN #3"
is illustrative of an outlier condition, indicating that the
barcode reader resulting in barcodes with custom quality
index measure having a similar pattern to that shown
may be exhibiting an internal camera lighting trigger loss
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warning. The pattern labeled "PATTERN #4" is illustra-
tive of a seasonal/cyclical condition, indicating that the
barcode reader resulting in barcodes with custom quality
index measure having a similar pattern to that shown
may be exhibiting an unstable environmental lighting
conditions warning. The pattern labeled "PATTERN #5"
is illustrative of a trend (linearly decreasing) condition,
indicating that the barcode reader resulting in barcodes
with custom quality index measure having a similar pat-
tern to that shown may be exhibiting a print quality deg-
radation warning, potentially related to toner level. The
pattern labeled "PATTERN #6" is illustrative of an anom-
aly (level shift) condition, indicating that the barcode
reader resulting in barcodes with custom quality index
measure having a similar pattern to that shown may be
exhibiting camera autofocus warning and/or an unex-
pected laser change warning. Other patterns not shown
indicative of other barcode reader conditions are possible
within the scope of embodiments of the present invention.
[0029] In accordance with embodiments hereof, anom-
alous behavior is detected in time series by examining
previously observed normal data and utilizing those ob-
served patterns to build a model. Data obtained in future
barcode readings then can be compared to the model
and any lack of conformity may be examined as poten-
tially signaling an anomaly.
[0030] While other classifiers may be utilized, exem-
plary embodiments of the present invention utilize a de-
cision tree as the learning engine/classification algo-
rithm. The decision tree is a predictive model that takes
as input the array of values and by using a set of predict-
ing properties defined during training sessions, outputs
a classification between a known set of patterns that one
may desire to recognize (e.g., the patterns shown in FIG.
4).
[0031] With reference to FIG. 5, a flow chart showing
an exemplary three-step method for detecting typical and
atypical data patterns is illustrated. After computing a
custom quality index for a plurality of barcode symbols,
an adaptive summarization may be performed, based on
the actual configuration for the memory available in the
data mining task. It should be noted that a throughput of
1 byte for each custom quality index measure by reading
10 labels per second equates to 36 Kbytes per hour or
about 1 MB in 24 hours. If a similar amount of memory
is not available, summarization (e.g., by means of aver-
aging or other statistical techniques) may be utilized in
order to approximate an extremely large data-points
number with a summary which retains its essential fea-
tures. The classification algorithm, given an unlabeled
time series, is configured to assign it to a predefined pat-
tern class (e.g., those illustrated in FIG. 4).
[0032] Since it is possible to define each point of the
data set as resulting from one or more custom quality
index samples, methods in accordance with embodi-
ments of the present invention are scalable, as illustrated
in the schematic diagram of FIG. 6. For a single scanner,
the custom quality index measure may be associated

with each sample to a single barcode reading, to all of
the readings in a phase (e.g., by averaging) or to any
predetermined number of readings. In a cluster, the cus-
tom quality index measure may be associated with the
whole performance over multiple scanners.
[0033] Turning now to FIG. 7, illustrated is a flow dia-
gram showing an exemplary method for predicting anom-
alies and/or trends in barcode reading capability, in ac-
cordance with embodiments of the present invention. As
indicated at block 710, at a field device, a plurality of sets
of successive barcode signal sequences is received.
Each barcode signal sequence set of the plurality of sets
is associated with a respective barcode symbol. As indi-
cated at block 712, at the field device, a quality index
measure is computed for each barcode symbol. As indi-
cated at block 714, at the field device, a pattern is iden-
tified in the quality index measure for the plurality of bar-
code symbols. The identified pattern is compared, at the
field device, to a plurality of known barcode symbol pat-
terns, as indicated at block 716. As indicated at block
718, at the field device, the identified pattern is classified
as one of the plurality of known barcode symbol patterns
or a pattern anomaly.
[0034] With reference to FIG. 8, illustrated is a sche-
matic diagram showing an exemplary barcode sen-
sor/reader 800 for in-field prediction of anomalies and
trends in barcode reading capability that may be utilized
in accordance with exemplary embodiments of the
present invention. The illustrated sensor 800 includes an
embedded data acquiring component 810, an embedded
computing component 812, an identifying component
814, a comparing component 816, and a classifying com-
ponent 818. The embedded data acquiring component
810 is configured for acquiring a plurality of sets of suc-
cessive barcode signals, each barcode signal set of the
plurality of sets begin associated with a respective bar-
code symbol. In embodiments, the embedded data ac-
quiring component 810 further is configured, for each
successive barcode signal of each of the plurality of sets,
for acquiring a barcode signal sequence of bar elements
and space elements in alternating order.
[0035] The embedded computing component 812 is
configured for computing a quality index measure for
each barcode symbol. In embodiments, the embedded
computing component 812 is configured or computing a
quality index measure for each barcode symbol by: (a)
for each barcode signal sequence, diagonally aligning
the barcode signal sequence on a sequence alignment
matrix comprised of a plurality of matrix squares such
that: (1) each matrix row represents an element in a re-
constructed portion of a barcode symbol, (2) each matrix
column represents an element of the barcode signal se-
quence, and (3) the barcode signal sequence is sequen-
tially aligned on a plurality of diagonals of the sequence
alignment matrix such that each of the plurality of diag-
onals represents a potential alignment of the elements
of the barcode signal sequence and elements of the re-
constructed portion of the barcode symbol; (b) for each
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barcode signal sequence, assigning a score to each ma-
trix square that includes an element of the barcode signal
sequence; (c) for each barcode signal sequence, calcu-
lating a score for each of the plurality of diagonals by
summing the scores for each matrix square respectively
comprising each diagonal; (d) selecting a highest score
from the calculated scores for each of the plurality of bar-
code signal sequence; and (e) averaging the highest
score for each barcode signal sequence to compute the
quality index measure. In embodiments, the embedded
computing component 812 may further be configured for
normalizing the highest score selected for each barcode
signal sequence to a value between zero (0) and one (1)
to compute the quality index measure.
[0036] In embodiments, the embedded computing
component 812 further is configured for assigning a score
to each matrix square that includes an element of the
barcode signal sequence by, for each of the plurality of
diagonals, assigning a progressive positive integer to
each sequential matrix square having a matching ele-
ment between the reconstructed portion of the barcode
symbol and the barcode signal sequence. In embodi-
ments, the embedded computing component 812 further
is configured for assigning a progressive positive integer
to each sequential matrix square having a matching el-
ement between the reconstructed portion of the barcode
symbol and the barcode signal sequence by assigning a
progressive positive integer beginning with number one
(1) to each sequential matrix square having a matching
element between the reconstructed portion of the bar-
code symbol and the barcode signal sequence. Further,
in embodiments, the embedded computing component
812 further is configured for assigning a score to each
matrix square that includes an element of the barcode
signal sequence by, for each of the plurality of diagonals,
assigning a value of zero (0) to each matrix square that
does not have a matching element between the recon-
structed portion of the barcode symbol and the barcode
signal sequence. In still further embodiments, the em-
bedded computing component 912 further is configured
for assigning a score to each matrix square that includes
an element of the barcode signal sequence by, for each
of the plurality of diagonals, assigning a value of one (1)
to each matrix square that follows a matrix square having
a value of zero (0).
[0037] In accordance with embodiments of the present
invention, the embedded computing component 812 is
further configured for calculating a score for a possible
alignment match that includes matrix squares from at
least two of the plurality of diagonals. The possible align-
ment match score is calculated by: (1) calculating a first
partial score for the possible alignment match by sum-
ming the scores for a portion of the matrix squares com-
prising a first of the plurality of diagonals, the portion ter-
minating upon encountering an endpoint of one of an
element split subsequence or an element merge subse-
quence; (2) switching to a second of the plurality of di-
agonals, the second of the plurality of diagonals including

an opposing endpoint of the one of the element split sub-
sequence or the element merge subsequence; (3) cal-
culating a second partial score for the possible alignment
match by summing the scores for a portion of the matrix
squares comprising the second of the plurality of diago-
nals, the portion originating at the opposing endpoint of
the one of the element split subsequence or the element
merge subsequence; and (4) summing the first partial
score and the second partial score.
[0038] The identifying component 814 of the sensor
800 is configured for identifying a pattern in the quality
index measures for the plurality of barcode symbols. The
comparing component 816 is configured for comparing
the identified pattern to a plurality of known barcode sym-
bol patterns. The classifying component is configured for
classifying the identified pattern as one of the plurality of
known barcode symbol patterns or as a pattern anomaly.
With reference to FIG. 9, illustrated is a flow diagram
showing another exemplary method for predicting anom-
alies and trends in barcode reading capability, in accord-
ance with exemplary embodiments of the present inven-
tion. As indicated at block 910, at a field device, a plurality
of sets of successive barcode signal sequences is ac-
quired, each barcode signal sequence set of the plurality
of sets being associated with a respective barcode sym-
bol. As indicated at block 912, at the field device, for each
successive barcode signal sequence of each of the plu-
rality of sets, a barcode signal sequence of bar elements
and space elements in alternating order is acquired.
[0039] As indicated at block 914, at the field device, a
quality index measure is computed for each barcode
symbol by: (a) for each barcode signal sequence, diag-
onally aligning the barcode signal sequence on a se-
quence alignment matrix comprised of a plurality of ma-
trix squares such that: (1) each row of matrix squares
represents an element in a reconstructed portion of a
barcode symbol, (2) each column of matrix squares rep-
resents an element of the barcode signal sequence, and
(3) the barcode signal sequence is sequentially aligned
on a plurality of diagonals of the sequence alignment
matrix such that each of the plurality of diagonals repre-
sents a potential alignment of the elements of the barcode
signal sequence and elements of the reconstructed por-
tion of the barcode symbol; (b) for each barcode signal
sequence, assigning a score to each matrix square that
includes an element of the barcode signal sequence, the
matrix square score indicating whether or not there is
element alignment at that square; (c) for each barcode
signal sequence, calculating a score for each of the plu-
rality of diagonals by summing the scores for each matrix
square respectively comprising each diagonal; (d) se-
lecting a highest score from the calculated scores for
each barcode signal sequence; and (e) averaging the
highest score for each barcode signal sequence to com-
pute the quality index measure.
[0040] As indicated at block 916, at the field device, a
pattern in the quality index measures for the plurality of
barcode symbols is identified. At the field device, the pat-
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tern is compared to a plurality of known barcode symbol
patterns, as indicated at block 918. As indicated at block
920, at the field device, the pattern is classified as one
of the plurality of known barcode symbol patterns or a
pattern anomaly.

Exemplary Operating Environment

[0041] Having briefly described an overview of embod-
iments of the present invention, an exemplary operating
environment in which embodiments of the present inven-
tion may be implemented is described below in order to
provide a general context for various aspects of the
present invention. Referring to FIG. 10, an exemplary
operating environment for implementing embodiments
of the present invention is shown and designated gener-
ally as computing device 1000. The computing device
1000 is but one example of a suitable computing envi-
ronment and is not intended to suggest any limitation as
to the scope of use or functionality of embodiments of
the invention. Neither should the computing device 1000
be interpreted as having any dependency or requirement
relating to any one component nor any combination of
components illustrated.
[0042] Embodiments of the invention may be de-
scribed in the general context of computer code or ma-
chine-useable instructions, including computer-useable
or computer-executable instructions such as program
modules, being executed by a computer or other ma-
chine, such as a personal data assistant or other hand-
held device. Generally, program modules include rou-
tines, programs, objects, components, data structures,
and the like, and/or refer to code that performs particular
tasks or implements particular abstract data types. Em-
bodiments of the invention may be practiced in a variety
of system configurations, including, but not limited to,
hand-held devices, unattended scanning systems (e.g.,
laser-based or image-based) consumer electronics, gen-
eral-purpose computers, more specialty computing de-
vices, and the like. Embodiments of the invention may
also be practiced in distributed computing environments
where tasks are performed by remote-processing devic-
es that are linked through a communications network.
[0043] With continued reference to FIG. 10, the com-
puting device 1000 includes a bus 1010 that directly or
indirectly couples the following devices: a memory 1012,
one or more processors 1014, one or more presentation
components 1016, one or more input/output (I/O) ports
1018, one or more I/O components 1020, and an illus-
trative power supply 1022. The bus 1010 represents what
may be one or more busses (such as an address bus,
data bus, or combination thereof). Although the various
blocks of FIG. 10 are shown with lines for the sake of
clarity, in reality, these blocks represent logical, not nec-
essarily actual, components. For example, one may con-
sider a presentation component such as a display device
to be an I/O component. Also, processors have memory.
The inventors hereof recognize that such is the nature

of the art, and reiterate that the diagram of FIG. 10 is
merely illustrative of an exemplary computing device that
can be used in connection with one or more embodiments
of the present invention. Distinction is not made between
such categories as "workstation," "server," "laptop,"
"hand-held device," etc., as all are contemplated within
the scope of FIG. 10 and reference to "computing device."
[0044] The computing device 1000 typically includes
a variety of computer-readable media. Computer-read-
able media may be any available media that is accessible
by the computing device 1000 and includes both volatile
and nonvolatile media, removable and non-removable
media. Computer-readable media comprises computer
storage media and communication media; computer
storage media excluding signals per se. Computer stor-
age media includes volatile and nonvolatile, removable
and non-removable media implemented in any method
or technology for storage of information such as compu-
ter-readable instructions, data structures, program mod-
ules or other data. Computer storage media includes, but
is not limited to, RAM, ROM, EEPROM, flash memory or
other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile
disks (DVD) or other optical disk storage, magnetic cas-
settes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other
magnetic storage devices, or any other medium which
can be used to store the desired information and which
can be accessed by the computing device 1000. Com-
munication media, on the other hand, embodies compu-
ter-readable instructions, data structures, program mod-
ules or other data in a modulated data signal such as a
carrier wave or other transport mechanism and includes
any information delivery media. The term "modulated da-
ta signal" means a signal that has one or more of its
characteristics set or changed in such a manner as to
encode information in the signal. By way of example, and
not limitation, communication media includes wired me-
dia such as a wired network or direct-wired connection,
and wireless media such as acoustic, RF, infrared and
other wireless media. Combinations of any of the above
should also be included within the scope of computer-
readable media.
[0045] The memory 1012 includes computer-storage
media in the form of volatile and/or nonvolatile memory.
The memory may be removable, non-removable, or a
combination thereof. Exemplary hardware devices in-
clude solid-state memory, hard drives, optical-disc
drives, and the like. The computing device 1000 includes
one or more processors that read data from various en-
tities such as the memory 1012 or the I/O components
1020. The presentation component(s) 1016 present data
indications to a user or other device. Exemplary presen-
tation components include a display device, speaker,
printing component, vibrating component, and the like.
[0046] The I/O ports 1018 allow the computing device
1000 to be logically coupled to other devices including
the I/O components 1020, some of which may be built
in. Illustrative I/O components include a microphone, joy-
stick, game pad, satellite dish, scanner, printer, wireless
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device, a controller, such as a stylus, a keyboard and a
mouse, a natural user interface (NUI), and the like.
[0047] A NUI processes air gestures, voice, or other
physiological inputs generated by a user. These inputs
may be interpreted, for instance, as words or symbols
appearing in programs and/or apps, and the like present-
ed by the computing device 1000. A NUI implements any
combination of speech recognition, touch and stylus rec-
ognition, facial recognition, biometric recognition, ges-
ture recognition both on screen and adjacent to the
screen, air gestures, head and eye tracking, and touch
recognition associated with displays on the computing
device 1000. The computing device 100 may be
equipped with depth cameras, such as, stereoscopic
camera systems, infrared camera systems, RGB camera
systems, and combinations of these for gesture detection
and recognition. Additionally, the computing device 100
may be equipped with accelerometers or gyroscopes that
enable detection of motion. The output of the accelerom-
eters or gyroscopes may be provided to the display of
the computing device 100 to render immersive augment-
ed reality or virtual reality.
[0048] Aspects of the subject matter described herein
may be described in the general context of computer-
executable instructions, such as program modules, being
executed by a mobile device. Generally, program mod-
ules include routines, programs, objects, components,
data structures, and so forth, which perform particular
tasks or implement particular abstract data types. As-
pects of the subject matter described herein may also be
practiced in distributed computing environments where
tasks are performed by remote processing devices that
are linked through a communications network. In a dis-
tributed computing environment, program modules may
be located in both local and remote computer storage
media including memory storage devices. The computer-
useable instructions form an interface to allow a compu-
ter to react according to a source of input. The instructions
cooperate with other code segments to initiate a variety
of tasks in response to data received in conjunction with
the source of the received data.

Exemplary Features Having Multiple Dependency:

[0049] As used herein and in connection with the fea-
tures listed hereinafter, the terminology "any of features"
or similar variations of said terminology is intended to be
interpreted such that features may be combined in any
combination. For example, an exemplary feature 4 may
indicate the method/apparatus of any of features 1
through 3, which is intended to be interpreted such that
elements of feature1 and feature 4 may be combined,
elements of feature 2 and feature 4 may be combined,
elements of feature 3 and 4 may be combined, elements
of features 1, 2, and 4 may be combined, elements of
features 2, 3, and 4 may be combined, elements of fea-
tures 1, 2, 3, and 4 may be combined, and/or other var-
iations. Further, the terminology "any of features" or sim-

ilar variations of said terminology is intended to include
"any one of features" or other variations of such termi-
nology, as indicated by some of the examples provided
above.
[0050] Feature 1: A method being performed by one
or more computing devices including at least one proc-
essor, the method for predicting anomalies and/or trends
in barcode reading capability and comprising: (a) acquir-
ing, at a field device, a plurality of sets of successive
barcode signal sequences, each barcode signal se-
quence set of the plurality of sets being associated with
a respective barcode symbol; (b) computing, at the field
device, a quality index measure for each barcode symbol;
(c) identifying, at the field device, a pattern in the quality
index measures for the plurality of barcode symbols; (d)
comparing, at the field device, the identified pattern to a
plurality of known barcode symbol patterns; and (e) clas-
sifying, at the field device, the identified pattern as one
of the plurality of known barcode symbol patterns or a
pattern anomaly.
[0051] Feature 2: The method of feature 1, wherein
acquiring the plurality of sets of successive barcode sig-
nal sequences comprises, for each successive barcode
signal sequence of each of the plurality of sets, acquiring
a barcode signal sequence of bar elements and space
elements in alternating order.
[0052] Feature 3: The method of feature 2, wherein
computing the quality index measure for each barcode
symbol comprises: (a) for each barcode signal sequence,
diagonally aligning the barcode signal sequence on a
sequence alignment matrix comprised of a plurality of
matrix squares such that: (1) each matrix row represents
an element in a reconstructed portion of a barcode sym-
bol, (2) each matrix column represents an element of the
barcode signal sequence, and (3) the barcode signal se-
quence is sequentially aligned on a plurality of diagonals
of the sequence alignment matrix such that each of the
plurality of diagonals represents a potential alignment of
the elements of the barcode signal sequence and ele-
ments of the reconstructed portion of the barcode sym-
bol; (b) for each barcode signal sequence, assigning a
score to each matrix square that includes an element of
the barcode reading sequence; (c) for each barcode
reading, calculating a score for each of the plurality of
diagonals by summing the scores for each matrix square
respectively comprising each diagonal; (d) selecting a
highest score from the calculated scores for each bar-
code signal sequence; and (e) averaging the highest
score for each barcode signal sequence to compute the
quality index measure.
[0053] Feature 4: The method of feature 3, wherein
computing the quality index measure for each barcode
symbol further comprises normalizing the highest score
selected for each barcode signal sequence to a value
between zero (0) and one (1) to compute the quality index
measure.
[0054] Feature 5: The method of any of features 3 and
4, wherein assigning a score to each matrix square that
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includes an element of the barcode signal sequence
comprises, for each of the plurality of diagonals, assign-
ing a progressive positive integer to each sequential ma-
trix square having a matching element between the re-
constructed portion of the barcode symbol and the bar-
code signal sequence.
[0055] Feature 6: The method of feature 5, wherein
assigning a progressive positive integer to each sequen-
tial matrix square having a matching element between
the reconstructed portion of the barcode symbol and the
barcode signal sequence comprises assigning a pro-
gressive positive integer beginning with number one (1)
to each sequential matrix square having a matching el-
ement between the reconstructed portion of the barcode
symbol and the barcode signal sequence.
[0056] Feature 7: The method of any of features 5 and
6, wherein assigning a score to each matrix square that
includes an element of the barcode signal sequence
comprises, for each of the plurality of diagonals, assign-
ing a value of zero (0) to each matrix square that does
not have a matching element between the reconstructed
portion of the barcode symbol and the barcode signal
sequence.
[0057] Feature 8: The method of feature 7, wherein
assigning a score to each matrix square that includes an
element of the barcode signal sequence comprises, for
each of the plurality of diagonals, assigning a value of
one (1) to each matrix square that follows a matrix square
having a value of zero (0).
[0058] Feature 9: The method of any of feature 1-8,
wherein an element merge in the barcode signal se-
quence results in a subsequence of non-matching ele-
ments that are vertically aligned on the sequence align-
ment matrix.
[0059] Feature 10: The method of any of features 1-9,
wherein an element split in the barcode signal sequence
results in a subsequence of non-matching elements that
are horizontally aligned on the sequence alignment ma-
trix.
[0060] Feature 11: The method of feature 10, further
comprising calculating a score for a possible alignment
match that includes matrix squares from at least two of
the plurality of diagonals, wherein the possible alignment
match score is calculated by: (a) calculating a first partial
score for the possible alignment match by summing the
scores for a portion of the matrix squares comprising a
first of the plurality of diagonals, the portion terminating
upon encountering an endpoint of one of an element split
subsequence or an element merge subsequence; (b)
switching to a second of the plurality of diagonals, the
second of the plurality of diagonals including an opposing
endpoint of the one of the element split subsequence or
the element merge subsequence; (c) calculating a sec-
ond partial score for the possible alignment match by
summing the scores for a portion of the matrix squares
comprising the second of the plurality of diagonals, the
portion originating at the opposing endpoint of the one
of the element split subsequence or the element merge

subsequence; and (d) summing the first partial score and
the second partial score.
[0061] Feature 12: A sensor for in-field prediction of
anomalies and trends in barcode reading capability, the
sensor comprising: (a) an embedded data acquiring com-
ponent configured to acquire a plurality of sets of suc-
cessive barcode signal sequences, each barcode signal
sequence set of the plurality of sets being associated
with a respective barcode symbol; (b) an embedded com-
puting component configured to compute a quality index
measure for each barcode symbol; (c) an identifying com-
ponent configured to identify a pattern in the quality index
measures for the plurality of barcode symbols; (d) a com-
paring component configured to compare the identified
pattern to a plurality of known barcode symbol patterns;
and (e) a classifying component configured to classify
the identified pattern as one of the plurality of known bar-
code symbol patterns or a pattern anomaly.
[0062] Feature 13: The sensor of feature 12, wherein
the embedded data acquiring component further is con-
figured to, for each successive barcode signal sequences
of each of the plurality of sets, acquire a barcode signal
sequence of bar elements and space elements in alter-
nating order.
[0063] Feature 14: The sensor of any of features 12
and 13, wherein the embedded computing component is
configured to compute the quality index measure for each
barcode symbol by: (a) for each barcode signal se-
quence, diagonally aligning the barcode signal sequence
on a sequence alignment matrix comprised of a plurality
of matrix squares such that: (1) each matrix row repre-
sents an element in a reconstructed portion of a barcode
symbol, (2) each matrix column represents an element
of the barcode signal sequence, and (3) the barcode sig-
nal sequence is sequentially aligned on a plurality of di-
agonals of the sequence alignment matrix such that each
of the plurality of diagonals represents a potential align-
ment of the elements of the barcode signal sequence
and elements of the reconstructed portion of the barcode
symbol; (b) for each barcode signal sequence, assigning
a score to each matrix square that includes an element
of the barcode signal sequence; (c) for each barcode
signal sequence, calculating a score for each of the plu-
rality of diagonals by summing the scores for each matrix
square respectively comprising each diagonal; (d) se-
lecting a highest score from the calculated scores for
each of the plurality of barcode signal sequence; and (e)
averaging the highest score for each barcode signal se-
quence to compute the quality index measure.
[0064] Feature 15: The sensor of feature 14, wherein
the embedded computing component further is config-
ured to normalize the highest score selected for each
barcode signal sequence to a value between zero (0)
and one (1) to compute the quality index measure.
[0065] Feature 16: The sensor of any of features 14
and 15, wherein the embedded computing component
further is configured to assign a score to each matrix
square that includes an element of the barcode signal
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sequence by, for each of the plurality of diagonals, as-
signing a progressive positive integer to each sequential
matrix square having a matching element between the
reconstructed portion of the barcode symbol and the bar-
code signal sequence.
[0066] Feature 17: The sensor of feature 16, wherein
the embedded computing component further is config-
ured to assign a progressive positive integer to each se-
quential matrix square having a matching element be-
tween the reconstructed portion of the barcode symbol
and the barcode signal sequence by assigning a progres-
sive positive integer beginning with number one (1) to
each sequential matrix square having a matching ele-
ment between the reconstructed portion of the barcode
symbol and the barcode signal sequence.
[0067] Feature 18: The sensor of any of features 16
and 17, wherein the embedded computing component
further is configured to assign a score to each matrix
square that includes an element of the barcode signal
sequence by, for each of the plurality of diagonals, as-
signing a value of zero (0) to each matrix square that
does not have a matching element between the recon-
structed portion of the barcode symbol and the barcode
signal sequence.
[0068] Feature 19: The sensor of feature 18, wherein
the embedded computing component further is config-
ured to assign a score to each matrix square that includes
an element of the barcode signal sequence by, for each
of the plurality of diagonals, assigning a value of one (1)
to each matrix square that follows a matrix square having
a value of zero (0).
[0069] Feature 20: The sensor of any of features 14-19,
wherein an element merge in the barcode signal se-
quence results in a subsequence of non-matching ele-
ments that are vertically aligned on the sequence align-
ment matrix.
[0070] Feature 21: The sensor of any of features 14-20,
wherein an element split in the barcode signal sequence
results in a subsequence of non-matching elements that
are horizontally aligned on the sequence alignment ma-
trix.
[0071] Feature 22: The sensor of feature 21, wherein
the embedded computing component further is config-
ured to calculate a score for a possible alignment match
that includes matrix squares from at least two of the plu-
rality of diagonals, wherein the possible alignment match
score is calculated by: (a) calculating a first partial score
for the possible alignment match by summing the scores
for a portion of the matrix squares comprising a first of
the plurality of diagonals, the portion terminating upon
encountering an endpoint of one of an element split sub-
sequence or an element merge subsequence; (b) switch-
ing to a second of the plurality of diagonals, the second
of the plurality of diagonals including an opposing end-
point of the one of the element split subsequence or the
element merge subsequence; (c) calculating a second
partial score for the possible alignment match by sum-
ming the scores for a portion of the matrix squares com-

prising the second of the plurality of diagonals, the portion
originating at the opposing endpoint of the one of the
element split subsequence or the element merge subse-
quence; and (d) summing the first partial score and the
second partial score.
[0072] Feature 23: One or more computer-readable
storage media storing computer-useable instructions
that, when used by one or more computing devices,
cause the one or more computing devices to perform a
method for predicting anomalies and trends in barcode
reading capability, the method comprising: (a) acquiring,
at a field device, a plurality of sets of successive barcode
signals sequences, each barcode signal sequence set
of the plurality of sets being associated with a respective
barcode symbol; (b) acquiring, at the field device, for each
successive barcode signal sequence of each of the plu-
rality of sets, a barcode signal sequence of bar elements
and space elements in alternating order; (c) computing,
at the field device, a quality index measure for each bar-
code symbol, wherein computing the quality index meas-
ure comprises: (1) for each barcode signal sequence,
diagonally aligning the barcode signal sequence on a
sequence alignment matrix comprised of a plurality of
matrix squares such that: each row of matrix squares
represents an element in a reconstructed portion of a
barcode symbol, each column of matrix squares repre-
sents an element of the barcode signal sequence, and
the barcode signal sequence is sequentially aligned on
a plurality of diagonals of the sequence alignment matrix
such that each of the plurality of diagonals represents a
potential alignment of the elements of the barcode signal
sequence and elements of the reconstructed portion of
the barcode symbol; (2) for each barcode signal se-
quence, assigning a score to each matrix square that
includes an element of the barcode signal sequence, the
matrix square score indicating whether or not there is
element alignment at that square; (3) for each barcode
signal sequence, calculating a score for each of the plu-
rality of diagonals by summing the scores for each matrix
square respectively comprising each diagonal; (4) se-
lecting a highest score from the calculated scores for
each barcode signal sequence; and (5) averaging the
highest score for each barcode signal sequence to com-
pute the quality index measure; (d) identifying, at the field
device, a pattern in the quality index measures for the
plurality of barcode symbols; (e) comparing, at the field
device, the identified pattern to a plurality of known bar-
code symbol patterns; and (f) classifying the identified
pattern as one of the plurality of known barcode symbol
patterns or a pattern anomaly.
[0073] Feature 24: The one or more computer-reada-
ble storage media of feature 23, wherein computing the
quality index measure for each barcode symbol further
comprises normalizing the highest score selected for
each barcode signal sequence to a value between zero
(0) and one (1) to compute the quality index measure.
[0074] Feature 25: The one or more computer-reada-
ble storage media of any of features 23 and 24, wherein
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assigning a score to each matrix square that includes an
element of the barcode signal sequence comprises, for
each of the plurality of diagonals, assigning a progressive
positive integer to each sequential matrix square having
a matching element between the reconstructed portion
of the barcode symbol and the barcode signal sequence.
[0075] Feature 26: The one or more computer-reada-
ble storage media of feature 25, wherein assigning a pro-
gressive positive integer to each sequential matrix
square having a matching element between the recon-
structed portion of the barcode symbol and the barcode
signal sequence comprises assigning a progressive pos-
itive integer beginning with number one (1) to each se-
quential matrix square having a matching element be-
tween the reconstructed portion of the barcode symbol
and the barcode signal sequence.
[0076] Feature 27: The one or more computer-reada-
ble storage media of any of features 25 and 26, wherein
assigning a score to each matrix square that includes an
element of the barcode signal sequence comprises, for
each of the plurality of diagonals, assigning a value of
zero (0) to each matrix square that does not have a
matching element between the reconstructed portion of
the barcode symbol and the barcode signal sequence.
[0077] Feature 28: The one or more computer-reada-
ble storage media of feature 27, wherein assigning a
score to each matrix square that includes an element of
the barcode signal sequence comprises, for each of the
plurality of diagonals, assigning a value of one (1) to each
matrix square that follows a matrix square having a value
of zero (0).
[0078] Feature 29: The one or more computer-reada-
ble storage media of any of features 23-28, wherein an
element merge in the barcode signal sequence results
in a subsequence of non-matching elements that are ver-
tically aligned on the sequence alignment matrix.
[0079] Feature 30: The one or more computer-reada-
ble storage media of feature 29, wherein an element split
in the barcode signal sequence results in a subsequence
of non-matching elements that are horizontally aligned
on the sequence alignment matrix.
[0080] Feature 31: The one or more computer-reada-
ble storage media of feature 30, wherein the method fur-
ther comprises calculating a score for a possible align-
ment match that includes matrix squares from at least
two of the plurality of diagonals, wherein the possible
alignment match score is calculated by: (a) calculating a
first partial score for the possible alignment match by
summing the scores for a portion of the matrix squares
comprising a first of the plurality of diagonals, the portion
terminating upon encountering an endpoint of one of an
element split subsequence or an element merge subse-
quence; (b) switching to a second of the plurality of di-
agonals, the second of the plurality of diagonals including
an opposing endpoint of the one of the element split sub-
sequence or the element merge subsequence; (c) cal-
culating a second partial score for the possible alignment
match by summing the scores for a portion of the matrix

squares comprising the second of the plurality of diago-
nals, the portion originating at the opposing endpoint of
the one of the element split subsequence or the element
merge subsequence; and (d) summing the first partial
score and the second partial score.
[0081] As previously set forth, embodiments of the
present invention provide systems, methods, and com-
puter-readable storage media for an embedded, scala-
ble, predictive tool capable of detecting in-field anomalies
and trends in advance of productivity losses on single
devices, device clusters, and/or multi-cluster architec-
tures. In-field and in real-time, sets of barcode signal se-
quences associated with respective barcode symbols
are collected in time series (that is, at successive time
intervals). A quality index measure in computed for each
of the barcode signal sequence sets such that each qual-
ity index measure is associated with a barcode symbol.
Patterns among the sets are identified therefrom and
compared to barcode symbol patterns that are known to
be associated with particular trends or anomalies and
appropriately classified as such.
[0082] The present invention has been described in
relation to particular embodiments, which are intended
in all respects to be illustrative rather than restrictive. Al-
ternative embodiments will become apparent to those of
ordinary skill in the art to which the present invention
pertains without departing from its scope. While the in-
vention is susceptible to various modifications and alter-
native constructions, certain illustrated embodiments
thereof are shown in the drawings and have been de-
scribed above in detail. It should be understood, howev-
er, that there is no intention to limit the invention to the
specific forms disclosed, but on the contrary, the intention
is to cover all modifications, alternative constructions,
and equivalents falling within the spirit and scope of the
invention.

Claims

1. A method being performed by one or more comput-
ing devices including at least one processor, the
method for predicting anomalies and/or trends in bar-
code reading capability and comprising:

acquiring, at a field device, a plurality of sets of
successive barcode signal sequences, each
barcode signal sequence set of the plurality of
sets being associated with a respective barcode
symbol;
computing, at the field device, a quality index
measure for each barcode symbol;
identifying, at the field device, a pattern in the
quality index measures for the plurality of bar-
code symbols;
comparing, at the field device, the identified pat-
tern to a plurality of known barcode symbol pat-
terns; and
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classifying, at the field device, the identified pat-
tern as one of the plurality of known barcode
symbol patterns or a pattern anomaly.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein acquiring the plural-
ity of sets of successive barcode signal sequences
comprises, for each successive barcode signal se-
quence of each of the plurality of sets, acquiring a
barcode signal sequence of bar elements and space
elements in alternating order.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein computing the qual-
ity index measure for each barcode symbol compris-
es:

(a) for each barcode signal sequence, diagonal-
ly aligning the barcode signal sequence on a
sequence alignment matrix comprised of a plu-
rality of matrix squares such that:

each matrix row represents an element in a
reconstructed portion of a barcode symbol,
each matrix column represents an element
of the barcode signal sequence, and
the barcode signal sequence is sequentially
aligned on a plurality of diagonals of the se-
quence alignment matrix such that each of
the plurality of diagonals represents a po-
tential alignment of the elements of the bar-
code signal sequence and elements of the
reconstructed portion of the barcode sym-
bol;

(b) for each barcode signal sequence, assigning
a score to each matrix square that includes an
element of the barcode reading sequence;
(c) for each barcode reading, calculating a score
for each of the plurality of diagonals by summing
the scores for each matrix square respectively
comprising each diagonal;
(d) selecting a highest score from the calculated
scores for each barcode signal sequence; and
(e) averaging the highest score for each barcode
signal sequence to compute the quality index
measure.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein computing the qual-
ity index measure for each barcode symbol further
comprises normalizing the highest score selected for
each barcode signal sequence to a value between
zero (0) and one (1) to compute the quality index
measure.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein assigning a score
to each matrix square that includes an element of
the barcode signal sequence comprises, for each of
the plurality of diagonals, assigning a progressive
positive integer to each sequential matrix square

having a matching element between the reconstruct-
ed portion of the barcode symbol and the barcode
signal sequence.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein assigning a progres-
sive positive integer to each sequential matrix square
having a matching element between the reconstruct-
ed portion of the barcode symbol and the barcode
signal sequence comprises assigning a progressive
positive integer beginning with number one (1) to
each sequential matrix square having a matching
element between the reconstructed portion of the
barcode symbol and the barcode signal sequence.

7. The method of claim 5, wherein assigning a score
to each matrix square that includes an element of
the barcode signal sequence comprises, for each of
the plurality of diagonals, assigning a value of zero
(0) to each matrix square that does not have a match-
ing element between the reconstructed portion of the
barcode symbol and the barcode signal sequence.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein assigning a score
to each matrix square that includes an element of
the barcode signal sequence comprises, for each of
the plurality of diagonals, assigning a value of one
(1) to each matrix square that follows a matrix square
having a value of zero (0).

9. The method of claim 1, wherein an element merge
in the barcode signal sequence results in a subse-
quence of non-matching elements that are vertically
aligned on the sequence alignment matrix.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein an element split in
the barcode signal sequence results in a subse-
quence of non-matching elements that are horizon-
tally aligned on the sequence alignment matrix.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising calculat-
ing a score for a possible alignment match that in-
cludes matrix squares from at least two of the plu-
rality of diagonals, wherein the possible alignment
match score is calculated by:

calculating a first partial score for the possible
alignment match by summing the scores for a
portion of the matrix squares comprising a first
of the plurality of diagonals, the portion termi-
nating upon encountering an endpoint of one of
an element split subsequence or an element
merge subsequence;
switching to a second of the plurality of diago-
nals, the second of the plurality of diagonals in-
cluding an opposing endpoint of the one of the
element split subsequence or the element
merge subsequence;
calculating a second partial score for the possi-
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ble alignment match by summing the scores for
a portion of the matrix squares comprising the
second of the plurality of diagonals, the portion
originating at the opposing endpoint of the one
of the element split subsequence or the element
merge subsequence; and
summing the first partial score and the second
partial score.

12. A sensor for in-field prediction of anomalies and
trends in barcode reading capability, the sensor com-
prising:

an embedded data acquiring component config-
ured to acquire a plurality of sets of successive
barcode signal sequences, each barcode signal
sequence set of the plurality of sets being asso-
ciated with a respective barcode symbol;
an embedded computing component configured
to compute a quality index measure for each bar-
code symbol;
an identifying component configured to identify
a pattern in the quality index measures for the
plurality of barcode symbols;
a comparing component configured to compare
the identified pattern to a plurality of known bar-
code symbol patterns; and
a classifying component configured to classify
the identified pattern as one of the plurality of
known barcode symbol patterns or a pattern
anomaly.

13. One or more computer-readable storage media stor-
ing computer-useable instructions that, when used
by one or more computing devices, cause the one
or more computing devices to perform a method ac-
cording to any of claims 1 to 11 for predicting anom-
alies and trends in barcode reading capability.
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